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I registered as an interested party due to the fact I live in one of the local villages, Milton Malsor,
I have to say I’m surprised the developer has asked for a delay in the initial meeting, it strikes a
little bit of cake and eating it going on, they submitted their DCO and its their responsibility to
ensure before they start this phase of the process that their application is materially correct – it
would appear from their claims that their DCO is not. 

This is not a minor omission it is a significant issue which may require material changes to the
application and it is an area that a lot of interested parties have raised concerns about.

It would suggest they have rushed their application through and not done a sufficient QA on this
at the right time, that omission is their commercial risk – we often hear how much risk they are
taking developing this, their poor management of this process should have consequence
otherwise you as an inspectorate are effectively underwriting their risk with your resource, I do
not believe the inspectorate has been set up primarily to just look after the interests of the
developer, it been set up to discharge this process appropriately. If they are saying their original
consultant was not competent I would suggest they seek redress from this consultant for the
increased costs and time that it has cost them, after all that is why the Professional Indemnity
market exists, and if the consultant is not at fault or doesn’t have sufficient cover then they
should bear the consequence of poor review process/ supplier selection.

It does raise the question that if they have not managed to find a competent traffic consultant
for what has currently been submitted, just how good their selection process is for the other
consultants, and the due diligence they have undertaken into the competence across all the
consultants they have employed, and subsequently the reliance the inspectorate team can take
from the work and studies submitted to support the DCO from the consultants the developer has
selected.

It is noted that normally a three month extension is considered reasonable under your guidance,
if you allow a six month extension you effectively are changing the rules for this developer, and
subsequently weaken the DCO process going forward as more and more developers realise they
can use the precedence you set to push through incomplete consultations/ environmental
information and substantially alter their plans post public consultations.

In short they took the decision to start the DCO process and it is their responsibility to submit
materially correct information– if they have found a material error then they should withdraw
and re-submit their application and bear the costs of doing this, alongside completing the
relevant consultation in line with your guidance.

Your sincerely

Edmund James




